ABSTRACT

Novel research ideas require strong evaluations. Modern software engineering research evaluation typically requires a set of benchmark programs. Open source software repositories have provided a great opportunity for researchers to find such programs for use in their evaluations. Many tools/techniques have been developed to help automate the curation of open source software. There has also been encouragement for researchers to provide their research artifacts so that other researchers can easily reproduce the results. We argue that these two trends (i.e., curating open source software for research evaluation and the providing of research artifacts) drive the need for Software Engineer Collaboratories (SEClabs). We envision research communities coming together to create SEClab instances, where research artifacts can be made publicly available to other researchers. The community can then vet such artifacts and make them available as a service, thus turning the collaboratory into a Collaboratory as a Service (CaaS). If our vision is realized, the speed and transparency of research will drastically increase.

1 INTRODUCTION

One important criterion for evaluating a novel research idea are the evidence supporting the idea’s claims. In software engineering, rigorous empirical evaluations commonly serve as such evidence. Moreover, empirical evaluations are almost a de facto standard for scientific contributions in software engineering – it is rare to encounter a software engineering publication with supporting evidence other than empirical experiments. This strong emphasis on evidence-based software engineering research originates from the initiative taken by researchers in the early 2000’s to address the concerns of poor reproducibility of empirical experiments, and the weak representativeness of the experimental results due to the deficiency of realistic, standardized benchmark programs [2, 3].

With the emergence of software repositories that offer free hosting services to open-source projects and the increase in the availability of open-source programs, by the mid 2000’s researchers established various real program artifact collections to use in empirical evaluations. Examples include SIR [3], which contains program versions, test cases, and execution scripts to support controlled experiments in program testing, DaCapo [1] a benchmark suite that contains realistic object behavior and demanding memory usage, and Qualitas Corpus [18], which aggregates open-source projects from different sources to empirically study the code structure.

While still widely used in empirical evaluations, the aforementioned “static” repositories are becoming exhausted of their relevance since they contain mainly older programs with outdated programming practices and the types of problems they solve. Most importantly, the number of programs in those repositories remains small. For example, SIR, DaCapo, and Qualitas Corpus contain between 14 and 112 programs and were last revised over 5 years ago. In order to keep these repositories current, their programs must be constantly updated and the number of those programs must be increased by at least an order of magnitude. Unfortunately, because of their design the upkeep of static repositories demands an enormous manual effort and dedication of the hosting research groups. Obviously, the fulfillment of such requirements is intractable in the long term and automating the maintenance tasks such as obtaining and curating the benchmark programs is the only feasible solution.

Automated retrieval of programs from open-source software repositories (GitHub, SourceForge, Bitbucket) has been gaining in popularity and considered the standard in the mining software repository (MSR) community, where researchers analyze program structures and metadata directly from the source code locations. With the support of software mining tools such as Boa [5], MSR researchers use tens of thousands [6, 16, 19] and even hundreds of thousands [13] of programs in their empirical studies. Moreover, researchers in the program analysis community also investigate an automated program retrieval approach [4], which filters programs from GitHub based on project tags like web applications, then downloads the filtered projects and attempts to compile them.

While the process of obtaining programs from open-source repositories has been automated, the most challenging part of automating
the curation of those programs remains mainly an open problem. Curation ensures the quality of the obtained programs as well as providing necessary support for the compilation and execution of those programs. The curation efforts depend on the type of software engineering research the benchmark repository supports. For example, curation might involve removing duplicate or similar programs, ensuring that programs can compile, providing a set of test cases for some adequacy criterion, or creating scripts for running the experiments. In the literature there are attempts to apply some level of automated curation: establishing metrics for open-source program repositories [11], identifying similarities between features of obtained programs [14], and obtaining missing dependencies and generating build scripts as in the 50K-C [10] Java project.

After obtaining adequate programs, researchers can perform their empirical evaluations. However, running experiments with those programs might require of researchers a substantial effort to set them up in their experimental environments and to provide sufficient computational power to conduct the experiments. To ensure the reproducibility of the experiments, researchers should detail all the parts of the experiment: the benchmark programs, the experimental set up and the execution environment. With limited space available, researchers might have to sacrifice proper explanation of a novel research approach in favor of detailing experimental set up descriptions. Thus, the current process that researchers use to set up, conduct, and then describe the experiments requires additional effort that is not directly related to advancing software engineering research. Providing means for researchers to directly execute their experiments in a pre-setup, standardized, scalable infrastructure would eliminate this unnecessary burden on the researchers.

In the next section we present our overall vision for a software engineering collaboratory, SEClab, where we address the deficiencies of the current empirical evaluation approach identified above. Then, we describe in detail an instance of SEClab, designed for a specific software engineering task: static program analysis, which we call SACLab. Finally we describe our vision of how different SEClab instances could work together to enable new research directions.

2 VISION OF A SOFTWARE ENGINEERING COLLABORATORY

Unlike a scientific collaboratory that mainly provides instruments to process and share experimental data, a software engineering collaboratory should provide data to evaluate a given instrument. Being conceptually different from existing scientific collaboratories, a different approach is required in its design. We envision that every software engineering task, T, will have a specialized collaboratory, SEClab[T], that enables researchers working on improving T to conduct the experiments. In the literature there are attempts to apply some level of automated curation: establishing metrics for open-source program repositories [11], identifying similarities between features of obtained programs [14], and obtaining missing dependencies and generating build scripts as in the 50K-C [10] Java project.

After obtaining adequate programs, researchers can perform their empirical evaluations. However, running experiments with those programs might require of researchers a substantial effort to set them up in their experimental environments and to provide sufficient computational power to conduct the experiments. To ensure the reproducibility of the experiments, researchers should detail all the parts of the experiment: the benchmark programs, the experimental set up and the execution environment. With limited space available, researchers might have to sacrifice proper explanation of a novel research approach in favor of detailing experimental set up descriptions. Thus, the current process that researchers use to set up, conduct, and then describe the experiments requires additional effort that is not directly related to advancing software engineering research. Providing means for researchers to directly execute their experiments in a pre-setup, standardized, scalable infrastructure would eliminate this unnecessary burden on the researchers.

In the next section we present our overall vision for a software engineering collaboratory, SEClab, where we address the deficiencies of the current empirical evaluation approach identified above. Then, we describe in detail an instance of SEClab, designed for a specific software engineering task: static program analysis, which we call SACLab. Finally we describe our vision of how different SEClab instances could work together to enable new research directions.

2 VISION OF A SOFTWARE ENGINEERING COLLABORATORY

Unlike a scientific collaboratory that mainly provides instruments to process and share experimental data, a software engineering collaboratory should provide data to evaluate a given instrument. Being conceptually different from existing scientific collaboratories, a different approach is required in its design. We envision that every software engineering task, T, will have a specialized collaboratory, SEClab[T], that enables researchers working on improving T to conduct the experiments. In the literature there are attempts to apply some level of automated curation: establishing metrics for open-source program repositories [11], identifying similarities between features of obtained programs [14], and obtaining missing dependencies and generating build scripts as in the 50K-C [10] Java project.
programs with test suites. Other examples of curation efforts for different tasks are: program transformation, generating mutants for programs, and producing programs with a certain type of defects. Curation is the most challenging component of SEClab and it is also task dependent, so describing its vision in general terms might be insufficient. Thus, in Subsection 2.1 we describe in detail the required curation effort for static program analysis.

**Execute.** SEClab performs empirical evaluations according to the researcher’s requirements and the practices established by other researchers working on the same software engineering task. For example, the responsibilities of this component might include correctly setting environment, enabling efficient memory profiling, repeating experiments appropriate to ensure a desired confidence level, and resolving abnormal terminations. In order to conduct large scale evaluations, it is imperative that SEClab has access to a high performance cluster.

**Report.** Reporting completes the researcher’s request by providing them with results of the empirical evaluations and also with the description of the evaluations themselves. Later during the results’ dissemination, instead of spending time describing the evaluation set up, the researcher can provide the summary and a link to the experiment’s detailed description.

SEClab provides useful feedback to the developers whose programs are used in the experiments. For example, if the software engineering task found a program defect, SEClab can report it back to the developers. We hope that by allowing such feedback some developers would allow SEClab to access to their private projects.

### 2.1 Software Analysis Collaboratory

In this section we describe an instance of SEClab for a Static Analysis task, or SEClab[SA] (aka, SAClab). Research on static program analysis encompasses several types of static analysis. In this presentation we focus on heavy-weight analyses that interpret a program’s semantics at the highest level. Symbolic Execution, Predicate Abstraction, and Abstract Interpretation are primary examples of such analyses since they reason about possible values of program variables. These static analysis techniques play an important role in providing the highest software quality assurance and are commonly used to find defects in safety-critical applications. Moreover, researchers from software engineering and programming languages make use of heavy-weight static analysis to advance research in their domains. For example, program optimization researchers use heavy-weight static analysis techniques to improve precision of their medium-weight static analysis [17]. Software testing researchers use symbolic execution to generate an optimal test suite [15] or repair program defects [8, 9].

The challenge with heavy-weight static analysis tools is that they pose additional requirements on a program’s structure, such as focusing only on a particular data type, or allowing only intra-procedural analysis. Thus, a researcher might request SAClab to perform evaluations on specific programs. Finding a large quantity of real-world programs that completely match the evaluation requirements might be challenging. The curation component should transform promising potential programs to suitable ones.

In this vision of SAClab we illustrate how program analysis researchers in the programming language and software engineering communities would use the automated services SAClab will provide, and a description of the instances of the components corresponding to the ones in Figure 1. Due to space limitations we focus on three key functionalities of SAClab: a project discovery subcomponent together with a repository acquisition subcomponent (Retrieve), a program transformation component (Curate), and an analysis execution component (Execute). Each component provides an independent service that researchers can choose to utilize together or use separately. Below, we describe the steps of a typical SAClab session and detail the services each subcomponent provides.

1. **Researcher provides requirement specifications.** Researchers use a web-based interface to access the infrastructure and specify selection criteria for benchmark programs they seek, along with a description of all required program transformations. Each researcher also has the option to upload the analysis tool under development as a Docker image [7], a framework for light-weight virtualization.

2. **System searches and locates program candidates.** Project Discovery: using provided program specifications as input, SAClab connects to remote software repositories, such as GitHub, GHTorrent, 50K-C or services such as Boa or RepoReaper, to locate potential candidate projects. SAClab provides predefined selection criteria or allows the researcher to express it through a domain specific language. SAClab can utilize the search options that source locations provide to further narrow the selection process. For example, GitHub allows a user to search by project category, programming language, etc. The output of this step is a list of URLs of candidate projects containing potential benchmark programs.

3. **System clones and retrieves program candidates.** Repository Acquisition: each time the infrastructure locates potential benchmark program candidates, it connects to the remote repositories to clone the candidate projects, maintaining a local cache for efficiency. The acquisition subcomponent processes the URL list, which could also be supplied by researchers directly. For each URL the sub-component clones and arranges the source code of the referenced project. After processing the list it produces a directory structure of cloned code and a log file of successfully and unsuccessfully cloned programs. The infrastructure will allow the user to browse through the obtained code and the log file. Optionally, researchers can also upload their own programs as archives, which the component will copy to SAClab’s storage space.

4. **System modifies programs and documents updates to meet requirements.** Program Transformation: should candidate programs require changes, the system will apply the program transformations that the researcher uploaded, resulting in a set of program variants tailored to meet the benchmarking needs of the researcher’s particular analysis tool. To make it easier to reproduce results in the future, the system also maintains a transformation log.

The program transformation component takes as input the path to the candidate benchmark programs directory and transformation specifications. It will serve as a clear, consistent and traceable program transformation instrument. As with program specifications, initially SAClab can allow a researcher to select from a list of predefined transformation specifications or provide additional flexibility in transformation specifications through a domain specific language. The output of the component is a directory with program variants and a log file describing the source of the original program, the transformation applied and the location of the variant.
Figure 2: An example of new research built on top of CaaS.

(5) System makes benchmark programs available for download. Analysis Execution: Finally, SAClab makes benchmark programs (programs or their variants) available for download; if the researcher provided a Docker image, the system runs the benchmark programs as inputs to the analyzer in a container. To facilitate performance benchmarking, SAClab will provision a dedicated machine to run analyzers and capture CPU/memory/disk statistics. Notice the testing collaboratory makes use of some static analysis tools, detailed benchmarks, and transformation techniques, leading to a faster pace of research and easily reproducible results.

Our example shows how a general functionality of SEClab naturally maps onto its SAClab instance. Moreover, SEClab can be instantiated for managing diversity in SE research [12]. In this instance the collaboratory obtains a definition of the program universe, dimensions, and similarity functions from the users; uses the universe definition to obtain suitable programs, and the curation component using the dimensions and similarity functions to obtain a diverse set of programs. Thus, we believe that the proposed vision of SEClab provides core necessary capabilities that satisfy the needs of the SE research community.

3 COLLABORATORIES AS A SERVICE (CAAS)

With establishing specific SEClabs and the advent of cloud computing, infrastructures as a service, etc., in the upcoming decades our vision could take us to a state where researchers will utilize established Collaboratories as a Service (CaaS). We envision a CaaS as a collaboratory that also operates as Software as a Service (SaaS). SaaS is a cloud-based system that provides applications, APIs, and other building blocks to facilitate easily building applications, for example as done with Dropbox, Salesforce, and Google Apps. Many top SE and PL conferences have added an artifact evaluation process to the research tracks. Being optional, its results do not change the status of accepted papers (other than awarding an artifact badge). Some conferences, such as ECOOP, then publish the artifacts, helping ensure their availability to other researchers in the hopes of improving transparency and providing a basis for future research. Our vision is to help facilitate the adoption and use of vetted research artifacts by providing those artifacts as a software service available to the public at large.

Community Vetting of Provided Services. While there are many alternatives to structuring how research hosted on a collaboratory gets elevated to the status of being provided as a service, we propose that each research community utilizing the collaboratory develop their own guidelines. Such guidelines might include any of the following: require a peer-reviewed paper describing the research approach be published in certain conferences or journals; evaluations with given acceptance criteria; or meeting minimum performance guarantees for a provided benchmark.

Accelerating Research Using CaaS. Consider the diagram in Figure 2. In this figure, we show three different collaboratories: one CaaS for static analysis (SEClab[SA]), one CaaS for testing (SEClab[T]), and a new collaboratory for some future research area (SEClab[NEW]). Some examples of services provided might be computing control-flow, or advanced pointer analysis. Notice the testing collaboratory makes use of some static analysis services, in addition to providing its own service for running concolic tests. The idea is to not just provide common functionality such as control-flow analysis as a library, but provide it as an ongoing service where the relevant research community can ensure the service is using the latest approved techniques. Thus, anyone using the service, such as the testing collaboratory, benefits from having the most state-of-the-art techniques available. They also can feel confident using them, knowing the SEClab[SA] has vetted (and continues to vet) the techniques.

Now when new researchers join the field, they have a plethora of available techniques to choose from. If this hypothetical new research area requires running concolic testing to identify particular inputs that cause a test suite to fail and then using pointer analysis to help localize the root cause, researchers only need to utilize available services, drastically increasing the speed of research.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper we described our vision of software engineering research embracing the notion of shared collaboratories (SEClabs). The hope is SEClabs will help provide researchers the resources necessary to easily evaluate their own research. We also envision a future where research hosted at SEClabs is vetted by the community and made available as a Collaboratory as a Service (CaaS). This would further enable rapid advancement of research by providing community vetted resources for use in prototyping research ideas.

Undoubtedly our vision brings many challenges associated with its materialization and adaptation. Those challenges include converging on a set of common requirements for users of a specific collaboratory, organizing a self-sustainable collaboratory operation, and provide exceptional support for the users. With overcoming those challenges we believe researchers will have a great incentive to make use of and/or contribute to a SEClab, since it will provide them with a comprehensive state-of-the-art experimental environment to perform empirical evaluations.
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